Plasticity of Drosophila paired function.
The Drosophila Paired (Prd) transcription factor has homeodomain (HD) and paired domain (PD) DNA-binding activities required for in vivo function. Correspondingly, Prd activation of late even-skipped (eve) expression occurs through a conserved target sequence (PTE) with HD and PD half sites, both of which are required for activation. To investigate the relationship between the HD and PD, and their roles in conferring specificity to Prd function, we tested altered versions of the Prd protein and of the PTE target site using in vivo assays in embryos. We found that function through PTE was constrained by the targeting specifications of both the HD and PD as well as the spatial relationship between these two domains. PTE function was also constrained by the spacing between the target half sites for the PD and HD, although surprisingly, late eve activation was retained when PTE was replaced by in vitro optimized binding sites for either the PD alone or for an HD dimer. In contrast to late eve regulation, other Prd targets tolerated more changes in the Prd protein, suggesting that their target sequences may be qualitatively different from PTE.